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The use of collaborative poetry as a
method of deepening interpersonal
communication among adolescent
girls
Charles Gillispie*
Cottonwood de Tucson

The use of collaborative writing techniques with a group of adolescent girls who are residents in a
treatment program specializing in co-occurring disorders is the focus of this article. Collaborative
writing techniq~ were found to be effective in deepening interpersonal communicati~ among this
population when group members are bonded in relationships based on" mutual concern~ and when,
group members demonstrate a minimal proficiency in basic group skills.
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The use of collaboration in expressive art therapies with grpups of adolescents has
received some "attention in the literature (Ballbe ter Maat, 1997; Draper, Ritter &
Willingham, 2003), as has the use of collaborative writing, specifically with groups of
adolescents (Harding, 1999; Mazza, 2003). Ballbe ter Maat (1997) observed that
collaborative mural-m.aking provided a group of adolescent immigrants with: an
opportunity to achieve increased self-awareness and cultural reconciliation. Draper
et al (2003) reported that the use of sand-tray art, as an adjunct to group counseling,
helped create a growth promoting environment for adolescents by which they were
able to deepen interpersonal relationships With each other and thus increase their
ability to learn from one another. Harding (1999) reported that collaborative poetry
writing exercises helped increase cohesiveness among adolescents in a classroom
environment, and provided instructors with insight into students' personalities and
areas of motivation. Mazza (2003) demonstrated the benefit of collaborative poetry
writing e;x:ercises in family therapy, whereby adolescents, their siblings and parents'
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constructed poems together as a means of exploring and deepening their relationships to each other.
- -The purpose of this article is to report on the use of collaborative writing
techniques with adolescent girls who are patients in a residential treatment program.
The collaborative writing exercises were used as a method of uncovering" and
processing interpersonal conflict, exploring resistance to therapy, and deepening
positive support among group members.

A description of the site and the clinical program
Collaborative writing techniques were conducted once a week at a residential
tre~tment center in Southern Arizona that is designed specifically for a~olescent
girls. The group, referred to as the "Chocolate Buddha Writing Wor~hop"
(CBWW) is classified in the clinical program as an expressive arts therapy group.
"Each session lasts 90 minutes. A licensed substance abuse counselor (with a master's
degree in fine arts) co-facilitates the group with a peer-counselor (with a bachelor's of
science degree in psychology).
The physical plant of the treatment center consists of six adobe buildings spread
out across 25 acres of rural desert land. The patients, averaging 10 at any given time,
live together in groups of two or three'in dorm-style housing units, sharing a
common bathroom and study area. Additionally, the patients share a COrrim,on
recreation lounge and ~at meais together in a cafeteria-style dinning, hall. The
CBWW is facilitated in a spacious group room decorated with artwork created by the
adolescent patients themselves.
"
The clinical program for the treatment center is based on the concept of milieu
therapy. The adolescent patients meet together as a community each morning and
each evening. Although staff members are present at community meetings,
d~signated patients facilitate it. They organize their own schedule of volunteer
. duties, verbalize community concerns or grievances, and recognize the significailt
accomplishments that they have achieved in therapy. The complex relationship
dynamics generated in such a milieu are an important focus of the collaborative
writin~ exercises facilitated each week in the CBww.
The overall philosophy of the treatment center is based on a medical model of
illness and treatment. Each patient receives a diagnosis from the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM-N-TR) (American Psychiatric Association, 2000), as well
as a cor:responding treatment plan listipg specific problems, objectives and methods
of therapeutic intervention. Most of the adolescent patients are admitted into the
program with a diagnosis pertaining to substance abuse, as well as a mood disorder.
The average length of stay for a patient is 45 days.
"\.

Goals of the group and leadership style
The primary goal of the CBWW is to introduce adolescent girls to more effective
coping strategies, specifically the use of creative writing. Since research has
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demonstrated that writing, in. and of itself, is not necessarily therapeutic (Adams,
1996; Bailey, 2003) the content of the group is comprised of writing techniques
designed and tested by clinicians for therapeutic effectiveness (Adams, 1998;
Alschuler, 1999; Gillispie, 2003a, 2003b). The participants learn these writing
techniques by practicing them together in groups, collaboratively. After becoming
familiar with the exercises in the group environment, the participants are encouraged
to practice them in their personal journals individually. .
The second goal of the group is to provide an opportunity for the adolescent
patients to process their "here and now" experiences in the social milieu. This
includes examining and articulating their level of investment into the treatment
process, as well as speaking candidly about their attitudes and feelings toward each
other. Since each exercise is created with some form of collaboration from ~ll group
members, there are ample opportunities for the patients to engage with each other in
this manner.
The counselor facilitating the CBWW incorporates a client-centered style of
leadership, attempting to establish a climate of empathy, authenticity, congruence.
and positive regard among members (Rogers, 1980).

The format of the group and the use of collaboration
Each session of the CBWW follows a standard format. An adolescent patient who
has been nominated peer leader by members of the staff opens the session. She
facilitates a feelings check-in and a pledge of confidentiality to the group. Each
member, in turn, does the same. This provides the counselor facilitating the group
with an opportunity to help the 3:dolescents address or process any issue that
demands immediate attention before introducing them to therapeutic writing
techniques. It also serves to establish a level of trust among group members.
Afterwards, !he counselor invites all members of the group to participate in a
warm-up exercise t;hat introduces them to the concept of collaboration. A common
warm-up exercise utilizec:;l is the "story game". The counselor begins a story line and
each member, in turn, adds to it until all members have had a chance to contribute.
The following example, based on an actual session, demonstrates a typical
collaborative group story:
Counselor: Once upon a time, there was a girl in trouble. Hoping to find help ...
Patient 1 ... she decided to sneak away from her house in the middle of the
night ...
Peer Counselor ... she walked to the end of her street, past the last house ...
Patient 2 ... Finally, she came to a patch of woods and ended up getting lost. Then
she noticed a little cabin with smoke coming out of the chimney...
Patient 3 ... She smelled pot and discovered a little man inside smpking a big, fat
joint ...
Patient·4 ... When she knocked on the door, the little man yelled, "You better get
back to rehab" ...

,.
;
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Patient 5: ... So she decided to burn the cabin down and chase the little man away
with a stick. The end.
Most of the adolescents participate willingly in collaborative warm-up .exercises
like the one descnbed above, perceiving. such an exercise as a. depart;iJ.re ,frpm the
usual structures they encounter in group therapy. The adolescents tend to become
less inhibited when participating in such an exercise and tend to censW" themselves
less in regard to "appropriate" disclosure.
.'
The counselor and the peer-counselor facilitate a process discussion,' encoura"'
ging the adolescents to respond to the collaborative story, describing h0w it .might
relate to them personally. As they talk about the story, the patiehtsinvariably find
themselves in a discussion about their relationships with each other. The issues
uncovered during this process vary greatly, depending upon the stage of development
a group is experiencing (yalom, 1995).
In the example above, patient 2 started the process-discussion stating she felt
"bored" as soon as patient 3 introduced the use of marijuana into the story. She
complained, "Why does everything have to end up with talk about drugs?" Other
members confirmed that both patients 3 and 5 seemed to be stucl' in "drug talk" for
most of the day. In this manner, the collaborative warm-up exercise uncovered a
tension among members as they found themselves linked together iIi a shared story.
At this point, a collabo:[-i:itive story can be processed further i:D. a number of
differ~nt }Vays, again, depepdiIlg on. what stage of development a group' is
experiencing. .During .this specific session, in a group experiencing transition, the
~oUllselor directel (the group f~ward m;t ambiguous aspect of the story, the m~er in
which it ended, and asked the group to discuss if the ending was positive or Ilegative.
It 'was 'the counselor's intenti~n to provide the group, which consisted of m~niber~
whQ had, different levels of motivation toward treatment, with an opporiUIlity· to
clarify "and
articulate their values.
.
:
As the t:;nding was .analysed, patient 5 acknowledged that her original intention
was to simply be funny bY'having one of the characters in the story get chased away
with a stick. However, she also: acknowledged that in "real life" she acted impul~ively
With regard to' anger and provided a recent example. Patient 5 stated she got
and smashed a vase against a wall in her room when she was first admitted into the
treatment progrlOlID. In turn, each of her peers present in the group described feeling
afraid of patient 5 that day, because· of her be~avior.
In this manner, the collaborative warm-up exercise introduces patients to the
practice of gen~ra1:ing creative material together, while simultaneously engaging the
group into candid self-disclosures and feedback.

angry

. Collaborative writing
Having utilized about 30 minutes of group time between the check-in and the warmup exercise, the counselor initiates a collaborative writing exercise. A typical exercise
used for this purpose is the "Round Robin." The counselor gives each grbp.p
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member a line of poetry, all from the same poem, but distributed randomly. Each
group member is asked. to respond to the line of poetry and then pass her paper to the
right. After the next patient responds, the papers are again passed to the right. The
exercise is complete when each member of the group has had a chance to conmbute
one line of poetry to each group poem. When each group member receives the
original paper she started with, she reviews the piece as a whole, adds a final line and
then decides upon a title.
.
The process of making the poem itself is rife with opportunities for the
adolescent patients to explore their relationships with each other. It is not
uncommon to hear patients confront each other with statements such as, "Hurry
up. It doesn't have to be perfect. You're always trying to be best" or "Why are. you
making all of your lines funny? Be serious." Although the counselor and the peercounselor contribute to the collaborative poems, they also work diligently to observe
the dynamics that arise, and share their observations with the group during a process
discussion afterward.
When all of the poems are complete, the counselor and the peer-counselor
describe some of the interactions they observed and ask the adolescent girls to
describe what was happening. For example, during one session, a patient complained
that her peer was trying to make the exercise too serious and "topk the fun out"" of it
for everyone." As this was explored in the group, the patient accUsed of being too
serious: described her anxiety about being chosen as ~'peer leade:r" and acknowledged
that she had difficulty acting as a leader in a way that felt natural. Other gt~up
members supported the peer leader, recalling times when humor and jokirig' did
interrupt various therapy groups, making it difficult to discuss serious or embarrassing problems:
.
After processing some of the immediate "here and now" dynamics that emerge
in the group,' the counselor invites each patient to read her poem out loud .ahd
describe how. it may relate to her personal experience. The following pieces,
gen~rated. by a group of five patients in the manner just described, are a typic::t1
re.sul~ of ~e rOl.lD.4 rob.in, technique:
Change.
Original une: I have oJ?ly come tb study the customs here.
Patient 1: I'm vic~ed and crucified out there.
Patient 2: Haunting shadows 'are suffering in the darkness. of my soul. .
Peer Counselor: I still have a lot to learn and cope with but I have been eiilightened
in many ways.
Patient 3: My enlightenment fills me up with a light that burns you when you dare
to touch me .
.Patient 4: A light so bright I can no longer see stumbling blindly, infantile suddenly
as I learn to walk again.
Patient 5: I will be strong and willing to change
Counselor: as long as I know I can change
Patient 1: and change can only come from within.
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Original IJne: Their eyes are narrow hallways.
Patient 1: Short-changing th~ vast horizon of their souls,
Patient 2: all the basketball players walked off the court.
Counselor: Keeping emotions hidden always.
Patient 3: I appear to be on top of it all ... a leader
Patient 4: but I have my off days, for I need solit[ude] from the thing Ilove IJJ.ost at'
times.
Peer Counselor: I need time to think
Patient 5: but I've got to play the game
Patient 1: rather than stay frozen in this place.
[Untitled]

Original IJne: His face continues to expand and approximate th~ p:llr:;lc1e of
science.
Patient 1: A vision of life as it was foretold.
Patient 2: Not quite what I'm facing now
Counselor: but yet the future may h()ld
'"
Pati~nt 3: love ~d peace and war and hate, all of'Yhich make the world go. round.
Patient 4: Therefore w~'s a good thing?,
:patient 5: And, all is f~ir and 'all is gQQd
P~er-counselor: And cJIange shan come. '
,Patient 1: When.
it does-"
t'll,pr~ba1Jly..in,iss my own sorrow.
, '.
'
;

Mo~t patients' choos'e to read' their poems out loud, enjoying th~ c~rlc ~d
sometimes humorous lines pieced toge$er by the entire group. It's interestiD.g to
'note' that ,the lack of clear meaning in t1:i.~ poe:ms doesn't generate the usu~i~ety
adolescent students may eXpress in classroom environments when discuss~g the
"meariing" of well-known pieces of literature. Since 'the poems in theCBWWai-~
created by the entire group, in a collaborative manne~, the adolescentpatiehts
tolerate this ambiguity of meaning quite well and often demonstrate sopllls1:i~~~ed
techniques of applyfu.g the poems to their own personal experiences.
If patients struggle to find personal meaning in the poems, the COl;m.selor Will ask
them to choose one line in particular that r~lates to them or stands out to:ti1eiQ,'in
some way, including the line they provided theJ?1selves. This ensUres that the process
discussion remains relevant to each patient's particular treatment issues. It' ~so
continues the process of engaging the patients into a discussion of "their"
relationships with each other.
For example, when discussing her poem "[Untitled]," patient 1 complained that
the only line she didn't like was the question that patient 4 stated, "Therefore war's a
good thing?" Patient 1 stated that the sarcastic 1;one of the ,question didn't fit into the
rest of her po~m. Though other group members didn't ,agree that the question
diminished the poem, they were able ..to recognize that patient 4 tended ,to be
sarcastic at times. Patient 4 herself stated that staff members had ,confronted her
ab~ut being sarcastic since coming to treatment. She ackno'VV'ledged that, at times,

o:wn
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she was sarcastic withQut intending to' be and that other times she was sO'
intentiQnally. Again, by way Qf creating PQems tQgether and discussing them, the
adQlescent patients are led tQward an increased level Qf self-disclQsure and hQnesty in
regards. to their relatiQnships with Qne anQther.
After sufficient discussiQn Qf the pieces created cQllabQratively, the cQunselQr
reads the PQem frQm which all Qfthe individual "starter" lines were Qriginally taken.
The grQUP has an QPPQrtunity to' discuss similarities and differences be~een the
Qriginal PQem and the PQems created tQgether, frQm bQrrQwed lines. This ·usually
generates interest and curiQsity as the adQlescent patients listen fQr the lines
they started with and later transfQrmed intO' a cQllabQrative PQem. It prQvides
them with an additiQnal QPPQrtunity to' experience themselves in relatiQnship to'
SQmeQne else.
The starter lines used in the cQllabQrative pieces abQve came frQm the PQem,
"Chapel Qfthe FQQI" (Gillispie, 1999). It is typical Qfthe kinds QfpQems used in the
RQund RQbin exercise fQr starter lines, prQviding a number Qf specific images and
Qpen-ended phrases that invite a variety Qf reSPQnses frQm the adQlescent patients.
Chapel of the Fool
I have only co~e to study
the customs here
in this hermitage
where twenty-five mQnks
crQwd the wQO'den tables
and stare at Qn~ anQther
eating cabbages.

Dug deep intO' the mO'und
Qf a century,. their eyes
are n;;llTOW ha)1ways
lined with PO'rtraits·
O'f the fQ9l, their patrO'n
saint-a man whO' IO'Qks
to' be mentally retarded,
I

painted it?- a frQck CQat
framed and hung Qn the wall
where his face
continues to expand
and approximaOte
·the miracle of science.
AlQne in his chapel,
I am filled with a visitQr's
difficulty, unable to' discern
my Qwn lack Qf knQwledge
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from the great veil of ignorance
he promises any disciple
wise enough
to follow his ways.
The content of the starter poem should also serve the basic purposes of the
group. In the example above, the narrator describes his experience of visiting a
Benedictine Monastery and feeling ambivalence toward the social mores adhered to
by, the monks. During process discussion, the adolescent patients are invited to
describe their experience of first arriving at a 45-day treatment program, and being
introduced to an environment they may have felt ambivalent or even hostile towin-d.
This kind of discussion provides a group with the opportunity to compare ·first
impressions members may have had of each other, as well as providing a forum for
more experienced patients to showcase their significant therapeutic gains,

From collaborative to individual writing

At the conclusion of the Chocolate Buddha Wrinng Workshop, the cOUIise!or invites
each patient to find a line of writing that interests her during the coUrse of the upcoming week. She is encouraged to respond to the line in writing and 1?ring the piece
to group next time .. The patient may share the line or the' pi~ce of original writing it
inspired, or both if she chooses. In this manner, the basic' coricept of borrowing a
starter line and creating a poem around it is transferred from group to individual
work. Usually, most patients who decide to complete the assignment 'also decide to
share their work in the group the following week and, thus, subject themselves to
feedback and observations from their peers.
.,.
The following piece is ~ example of a poem created by an individual pattent
using her own starter line in the manner just described. It was copied,with'her
permission, ditectly from a personal journal:

In our dream weare .connected, Siamese twins at the wrist.
And I knew we'd been forever expelled from paradise ...
(Billy Corgan)
Your prose, my pain.
Sick of all these words
sick of the letters .that were never sent
This suffering, They call it beauty?
No.
They call my anguish poetry.
Again, another definition for them
to understand
me
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although we've never metnever spoken.
The presentation and discussion of poems created in this manner may be used
as a warm-up exercise at the beginning of the' next group. The adolescent patients
may be asked to describe how they found their starter lines and describe how they
chose to write about them in addition to actually reading their poems out-loud.
In the example above, the starter line itself created a great deal of interest and
discussion among group members. The image of two individuals joined at the ,wrist
like Siamese twins provided a powerful metaphor for patients to describe their own
relationships to each other. The group recognized how rooming together, eating
together and participating in groups together connected them in ways that' felt
nurturing at times, but also claustrophobic.
'
It can be very fruitful to compare the tone and content ohhese individual poems
with group poems created by the same members. The individual and group poetp.s
will often reflect interesting similarities and differences. This comparison of the
individual work against the group work continues the project of providing
opportunities for the adolescent patients to experience themselves in relationship
to others.

Conclusions and implications for practice
A number of factors contribute to the successful use of collaborative writing with
adolescent girls in the manner outlined in this article. The milieu 'therapy
environment itself contributes greatly to the cohesiveness and conflict that surface
during the writing exercises. By the time the adolescent girls participate in 'the
Chocolate Buddha Writing Workshop, they have already established complex and
layered relationships with one another. The collaborative writing exercises promoted
the disClosure of interpersonal material.
Furthermore, admission into the residential treatment program itself acts as a
kind of recruitment filter that ensures a certain level of homogeneity withiil. 'the
group, for example, all of the girls are between the ages of 13 and 17. Their faini1le~
are able to afford residential treatment, either through insurance coverage or 'a
method of personal payment. And perhaps most importantly, all of the patierits have
similar diagnoses. This level of 1,1omogeneity, combined with the daily structi:i:fe 'of
the therape~tic milieu, helps create the levei of relationships required to achieve the
kind of interpersonal work described in this article.
' '" ~ "; ',:'i1:: H
An additional factor that contributes to the successful use of· coll~Qq~!3;:!:i.y.c;;
writing with adolescent patients in the workshop described is the level ofba,sic'group
skills that each member already possesses. For example, grOllP members Come to'the
writing workshop with a great deal of practice in using strUctured c'oInP:l1.ull.tati.6n
exercises designed to generate honesty and emotional safety in thegr9:\ip,; e~~on
ment. The patients have learned to limit their feedba~k to· specificar~~s's~ch ~s
feelings or direct observations. They have learned how to differentiate between
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personal feelings toward and intellectual criticism of others. This factor is essential in
establishing the necessary environment for the collaborative writing exercises to
become deeply interpersonal and truly risky at an emotiona1level.
Finally, the stage of group develop~ent is a factor that makes the use of this kind
of collaborative group writing possible. In a 45-day residential treatment program,
where new group members are being admitted weekly and advanced group members
are being discharged weekly, the group tends to waver between the transi~on and the
working stages o{development (Corey & Corey, 2003). At these stages, the necessary
degree of self-disclosure and feedback is possible, as well as productive. The
adolescent patients are able to achieve deep levels of honesty, and they are equipped
as group members to manage the tensions and conflicts that may result from this
level of disclosure.
..
With these elements of group work in place, it is possible for practitioners to use
collaborative writing exercises as a method of deepening interpersonalcommunication among adolescent girls. The wrinen material, created by the group, provides an
object that patients can openly respond to, revealing themselves and .their~feelings
toward others ostensibly as they discuss a story or a poem (Mazza, 2003). It has been
noted that self-disclosure alone in the group environment may in itself be therapeutic
if an atmosphere of support and mutual concern exists (Ellis, ! 973). The use 'of
collaboration techniques with adolescent girls can provide an effective way of
generating such disclosures in the group environment.
It has also been noted that adolescents naturally recognize and confront
maladaptive behavior in one another, again, if an· atmosphere of support ahd mritda1
con~ern exists (Meeks, 1980). The methods of group collaboration outline<;t ~. ;t;his
article often act as ;:t catalyst that draws out maladaptive behavior in gr01,lp m~ml?ers.
M~ladaptive behaviors relating to examples in this article include a preoccupatiOll
with drug use, the use of humor as a deflection of more uncomfortable ~eelings, .an
attempt tp "be perfect," as well as the use of sarcasm as a communi<;:atiQIl; style.
Because the necessary conditions of mutual concern and support. existed,t;1:le
adolescent patients did, in fact, confront these maladaptive behaviors in a natw;'al and
spontaneous way. Since the most effective interventions promoting' change in
adolescents take place· in natural environm,ents, such as peers groups (Sheridan,
1~9.5), this level of confrontation is especially potent. Although the writing wor~shop
is not a natural environment, it is designed to en~age adolescent girls with each other
jn. a manner that is less formal and artificial than some traditional talk-therapy
groups.
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